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A NEW ADAPTIVE BLIND EQUALISER STRUCTURE WITH ROBUSTNESS
TO LOSS OF CHANNEL DISPARITY

Ir'. Skowratananont, S. Lambotharan, and J. A. Cha:mbers
Signal Processing and Digital Systems Section
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Imperial College, London, SW7 2BT
E-mail: k .skowrat ananont Qic .ac .uk
ABSTRACT
We address the problem of blind Fractionally Spaced
Channel (FSC) identification/equalisation when channel disparity is lost. With an extension of the EigenVector based AlgorithM (EVAM), we show that it is
possible to identify the uncommon part of an FSC. The
new blind Decision Feedback Equaliser (DFE) structure therefore first equalises the uncommon part of the
channels with a fractionally spaced feedforward equaliser,
and then uses a baud spaced DFE to equalise the common part of the channels. We also demonstrate that
this new equaliser structure is appropriate for difficult
channels, with non minimum phase zeros close to the
unit circle. Simulation studies are included to support
the work.

2. EVAM FOR THE IMPERFECT
CH.ANNEL

In this section, we investigate the robustness with respect to the lack of the channel disparity of the EVAM
method. For simplicity, the investigation will be for the
two subchannels case with the subchannels of order M .
However, this can be extended readily for any numbers
of subchannels. The EVAM framework for multichannel identification is depicted in Figure 1. Wj(2-l) =
N- 1
~ j ( i ) z j- =
~ 0 , l denotes the FIRfilter of length
N for the output of suklchannel H j ( z - ' ) . The polynomials WO(z-') and Wl(z-') can be represented as
a vector W = [wo(l), w1(1),..., w o ( N ) ,wl(N)IT,
and
then, e ( k ) = W T Y ( k )where Y ( k ) is the channel output vector. By minimising E { e 2 ( k ) } ,the polynomials
Wo(2-l) and W l ( z - ' ) are given as

1. INTRODUCTION

Second order statistics (SOS) based blind fractionally
spaced channel (FSC) identification algorithms have
received, by far, the most attention in the literature.
Techniques such as the subspace method proposed in
[a] and the time domain method proposed in [l] perform well, even under low SNR and time varying channel conditions [5].Unfortunately, when the FSC contains common zeros in the subchannels and when the
order of the channel is unknown, the performance of
these techniques degrades drastically. It has been shown
in [4]that the subspace method is capable of identifying
only the uncommon part of the FSC (up to a scalar factor). Another technique, which performs similarly to
the subspace method, is the EVAM method in [3]. Extension to these techniques in order to obtain the true
channel coefficients will be introduced.
In certain circumstances, the parameters of interest
are not the channel coefficients, but only the retrieval
of the transmitted signal. Several methods based on
SOS then need to be further linked with a fractionally
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spaced equaliser (FSE) to obtain the estimate of the input sequence. In the absence of channel noise, the FSC
without common zeros can be completely equalised with
the zero forcing FSE. However, with the presence of
channel noise, as the estimated uncommon zeros of
the FSC possibly approach one another, the noise amplification factor of the ininimum mean squared error
(MMSE) equaliser, as well as the mean squared error
(MSE) at the equaliser output, increase significantly.
In this paper, we propose a new decision feedback
equaliser (DFE) which is robust to both the lack of
channel disparity and the over estimated channel order.

Wo(z-1)

= aHl(z-1)

Wl(z-1)

= -aHo(z-l)

(1)

where a is an arbitrary constant if N is equal to M + 1.
However, in practice, the channel order is difficult to estimate. This results in an over estimate of the channel
order ( N > A4 + 1). Due to the over-estimation, the
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3. A NEW DFE FOR THE LACK OF

FIR Filter I

CHANNEL DISPARITY AND THE
UNKNOWN ORDER PROBLEMS
Exploiting the knowledge of the uncommon part, a feed
forward FSE is designed so that the combination of the
uncommon part of the FSC and FSE is a pure delay.
Indeed, the combination of the FSC and FSE is the
common part of the FSC up to a scaling factor, see
Figure 2 for L = 2.
Now consider the common part of the FSC whose
magnitude response is equalised with an IIR filter. Therefore, the IIRfilter is adapted to minimiseJ(r) = E { p 2 ( k ) }
where p ( k ) is the output of the IIR filter. The IIR filter
is adapted according to r k + l = r k 2 p p ( k ) p k where
Pk = [p(k - l ) , p ( k - 2),...,p(k- N r ) ] [SI. The cost
function, J ( r ) = E ( p 2 ( k ) } , is unimodal, if the order of
the IIR filter, N r , is equal to or greater than that of the
common part of the FSC, M c , [7]. At the minimum the
denominator polynomial of the IIR filter, S(z-'), will
be the Spectrally Equivalent Minimum Phase (SEMP)
of the common part of the FSC.

Figure 1: EVAM blind channel identification framework.

Q in (1) becomes an arbitrary transfer function with
order of N - A4 - 1, and the roots of the FSC will be
defined from the roots of Wo(z-') and W l ( z - l ) which
are at different locations.
Next we consider the case when the FSC lacks disparity. The subchannels, H j ( z - ' ) , are given by,

Hj(2-l)

= kjuj(z-')c(z-1),j = 0 , l

+

+

(2)

xzl

where Uj(z-')= 1
~ j ( k ) z -and
~ C(z-') =
1 C z l ~ ( k ) z correspond
-~
respectively to the uncommon part of the FSC and the common part of
the FSC. The parameter k j is the first coefficient of
Hj(zdl),(ie. hj(01). Let us assume that M, is small
and the order of the subchannels, M = Mu + M,.
When the common zeros exist in FSC, the polynomials,
Wo(z-l) and W1(zA1),become

+

From the poles of the IIR filter, 2Mc polynomials, all of
which have SEMP, S ( z - l ) , can be constructed. From
these polynomials, 2 M c DFEs are designed. For each
DFE, the squared error is calculated from the error between the input and output of the decision device (see
Figure 2 for M , = 1). The output of the decision device corresponding to the minimum squared error will
be the estimate of the transmitted signal. The coefficients of this DFE also provide the impulse response of
the common part of the FSC.

where the /3 is an arbitrary constant and A(2-l) =
1 C~~lM
a j"( -k ') ~ is
- ~an arbitrary transfer function. This implies that the roots of uncommon part
of FSC remain identified from the different root locations between Wo(z-l) and W I ( Z - ' ) .Notice that to
design the proposed DFE, it is very important to esti...' k ( L - 1 ) where L is the number of
mate the ratios
subchannels. We consider that the first coefficients of
polynomials WO(Z-')and Wl(z-') in (3) are /?kl and
-PRO, respectively. We therefore have the ratio as

+

4. SCALING FACTOR

From the previous section, the channel can be equalised
completely, only if the first coefficient of the channel,
ho = 1. This is because the first coefficient of the DFE
is always assumed to be unity. Unfortunately, in practice, the coefficients of the channel are arbitrary and
unknown. Therefore, we need to find some constant,
G , to balance the weight between the channel side and
the equalisation side. As shown in Figure 2, G, multiplies the input of each DFE. Without prior knowledge
of the channel, G is given by,

k,

(4)

Moreover, what we need to know is ko and k1 which enable us to find the true channel coefficients of Ho(2-l)
and H1(zA1).This problem will be explained in more
detail in section 4.
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Then, the baud rate output of the fractionally spaced
equaliser is passed to the IIR filter. The coefficient of
the IIR filter, averaged cwer 2500 samples, converges
to 0.6006. The squared errors of DFEl and DFE2 are
shown in Figure 3 where the minimum squared error
corresponds to DFE2. C!onsequently, from (6), le0 is
equal to 1.9874. Exploiting (7),
the estimated multichannels are,

+

= [(l 0.4~-~)][(1.9874)(1+
1.6649zV1)]
[1.9874+ 4.10382-1 1.3235z-']
HI(Z-') = [(1.5)(1+ O.2~-~)][(1.9874)(1+
1.6649~-')]
= [2.9811+ 5.55952-1 0.99262-'].
Ho(2-l)

................................................
...............................................

;

e@)

+

=

DFEI~

+

which correspond very closely to the desired multichannels with the normalised channel coefficient error of
0.0070.

Figure 2: The FSC with a common zero, a FSE, the
multiple DFE and the scaling factor, G
where DFEcoe f and x(k) denote respectively the coefficients of each possible feedback polynomial and the
DFE input. (2) can be rewritten as,
4

Ho(z-1) = [uo(z-~)][koc(z-l)]
ff1(z- l ) = [(kl/kO)~O(.-l)l [koC(z-

)I

(7)

Figure 3: The MSE for DFEl and DFE2

Within the second bracket in (7), the coefficients of
C(z-') will correspond to the feedback coefficients of
the minimumsquared error DFE. Then, IC0 can be defined as IC0 = 1/G where G corresponds to the minimum squared error DFE.

Next we compare the performance of the proposed
algorithm with the fractionally spaced constant modulus algorithm (FS-CMA). This example considers the
FSC with the non minimum phase common zero close
to the unit circle. The FSC of Ho(z-') = 1
0.222-' and Hl(2-l) = 1 1.5z-l + 0.44z-' is simulated at S N R = 30dB. The FS-CMA equaliser length
of 2 is initialised at Fo = [0, 1IT and F1 = [0, 1IT
which is close to the MMSE equaliser parameter that
corresponds to the optimum delay. The squared errors at the equaliser ou1,puts of 1000 samples averaged over 10 independent trails are depicted in Figure
4. Due to the common zero in FSC, we can see that
the FS-CMA equaliser prlovides a relatively high MSE
M 0.2453. With our new technique, the uncommon part
of FSC, 1+ 0 . 2 1 9 2 ~
and
~ ~1+ 0.4208z-l, is estimated
by the EVAM algorithm. With the MMSE equaliser,
the corresponding FSE is found as [1.9544, -0.92411.
The baud rate output is passed to the IIR filter, and

+

5 . SIMULATION RESULTS

The fractionally spaced channel is set to be Ho(z-') =
2 + 4 . 1 3 3 3 ~ - ~ + 1 . 3 3 3 3 ~ -and
' H l ( z - l ) = 3+5.6z-l+
z-' with the corresponding zeros at (-0.4,-1.6667) and
(-0.2,-1.6667), respectively. Assume that there is no
noise. By using the EVAM algorithm, the uncommon
= 1 O . ~ Z and
- ~ Ul(z-') =
part of the FSC, UO(Z-')
1 0.2z-l, are identified. The ratio is also estimated
as ko/kl = 2/3. The zero forcing fractionally spaced
equaliser parameters, Fa = -1 and F1 = 2, are then designed. Due to the difference of the first coefficients in
both subchannels, the equaliser output of subchannel 2
is multiplied by the ratio, I c O / l c l as shown in Figure 2.

+

+
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6. CONCLUSION

A new blind decision feedback equaliser for a FSC with
common zeros has been proposed. The feedforward section of the proposed equaliser is a FSE which equalises
the uncommon part of the FSC, while the feedback section is a DFE which equalises the distortion caused by
the common part of the FSC. This technique has been
shown to overcome the common zero problem, and to
perform well, even with the non minimum phase zero
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